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PAPERS ON METEOROLOGY IN CANADA.
1.. EXTRACTS FROM A PAPER IN TIIE CANADIAN JOURNAL

. FOR 163. " ON THE MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES AT TORONTO, DURING THE

YEARS 1856 TO 1862, INCLUSIVE," BY G. T. KINGSTON, M.A, DIRECTOR

OF THE MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY.

A few years prior to the establishment of the Colonial Mag-
netic Observatories in 1839-40, tbe attention of philosophers in
Germany had been directed to certain magnetic phenomona,
consisting sometimes in abrupt changes of short duration, and
sometimes in a long continued abnormal condition of the nag-
netic elements. These disturbancés as they are termed, at first
attributed to variations in atmospheric temperature and other
local causes, were discovered by comparing preconcerted con-
temnoraneous observations to prevail simultaneously, and to
correspond in direction, and to great extent also in anount, at
different and distant parts of Germany. The improbability of
local origin which this synchronism in their occurrence indi-
cated, and the probability wherewith it suggested some extra
terrestrial influence, was greatlv strengthened by the observa-
tions at the observatories at Toronto, ilobarton, &c., which
first brought to 1 glgt the fact that the disturbances occurred
simultaneously, not only witlin a srmall region in Europe, but
also nt stations widely removed frorn each other on the earth's
Sur 'ace. It was found, however, that the disturbing influence
Would frequentlv affect different elernents at two distant stations,
or the same element to a different extent or in an opposite
direction.

It was further made known that the disturbances, though in
the ordinary sense irregular, are subject in their frequency and
aggregate auount to definite periodic laws, manifesting a pre-

os ference, so to speak, for certain hours of the day and night, and
lor certain months in the year.

Ihe existence and general character of this periodicity was
exhibited by the approximate methods einployed in the carlier
volumes of the colmnial observations, but it was by the more ac-
curate system first developed by General Sabine, li the 3rd
volume of the Toronto Observations, and since applied by him

58 to the observations of other stations, that the periodic laws were
59 rendered definite and precise.

In the metlhod referred to, the disturbed values of an element
under discussion, are confined to those which differ from the
normal value of that element proper to the hour by an amount
equal or exceeding a certain definite limit, such normal being
the average of the values of the element for that hour, during a
month or some other suitable group of consecutive days, ex-
cluding all the disturbed values and including all others ; the
magnitude of the disturbance being neasured by the difference
between the actual and the normal value of the element.

The disturbance limit for an element, determified on with re-
ference to the amplitude of its regular-periodie variations, is

generally different at different stations; but for the sake of
inter-comparison must be constant at the same station.

Of the facts revealed by discussing the disturbances at several
stations, the following are among the most prominent -

(1) The frequency and amount of disturbance of the de-
clination, inclination, and force, have a diurnal and an annual
period.

(2) The disturbances of the elements without regard to sign,
the disturhances in which the needle is deflected to the east, and
those in which it is deflected to the west of its normal piosition,
as well as the ditturbances which increase, and those which de-
crease the force and inclination, have all distinct and oftea dif-
ferent periodic laws.

(3) The periodic variations at different stations, though pos-
sessing the same general characters, exhibit in their epochs of
maximum and minjînum:, very great diversities.

(4) Il addit;on to the diurnal and anlnual periods, the varly
aggregates of disturbance lor each element and at every btation
are subject to a periodic increase and diminution, occupying a
cycle of about tei years, whicl corresponds both in its lengtl
and in the.epochs of maximum and minimum, with a pericdic

variation in the number of groups of spots on the surface of the
sun. The disturbances discussed, and lthe results anncunced

by General Sabine, in the 3rd volume of the Toiorto Oberv.-


